Why community cabinet
CRIME REDUCTION PROGRAM, 27?

Police Crime Report No 289
Why smash Comm. Bank conspiracy?
Given a loan/motive/order & told
“If you want the loan do as it says, sell
without title & deposit.” Hence bank Mgr
Pitman was sacked, to prove liability we
accepted $25,000 for illegal acts by law.
Please come with us on a journey,
discover the nightmare that followed
Risk Mgr. G Ledwidge’s
disaster against three
other bank managers,
sacked, transferred &
ignored. See our 3 to 1,
advantage our ‘Can Do’
‘Smart State’ policy. Why
replace scapegoat, risk,
failure management with
NATURAL RESCUE MANAGEMENT
No-one has to lose with bank/Government
customer service/golden rule:“How can I help you?” Comm, Bank
mediation expert C Watts ignored advice
“We must protect our mothers at all cost.”
ASIC advise backup bank CEO R Norris.
Study bank S C affidavit 4461/2001
Confession of guilt.
DO NOT SHOOT THE MESSENGER
Support team advocate/sponsor/volunteer.
Backup Federal, State, Local Government,
Fraud Squad’s confessed abandonment.
The Crown ruling to prove
LAW OF ABANDONMENT
Create a happy story by working as a team
Qld Police get the credit as ordered.

Criminology in brief: Why control, the crime scene / prevention / rescue
management that will stand up in court? Based on the
confirmation of our ex-DPP Barrister/prisoner Davida Ellen
Williams statement (Gloating at her part in the fraud knowing
the ruse) “You would be surprised what goes on behind
closed doors-abandonment.”
• We started our subdivision development faced with a
number of crimes. The bank's cover up of an illegal bank
loan, allowed the Head Contractor / confessed criminal /
'bagman' to overcharge to create a $255,000 'slush fund'.
The confessed ruse was, “To run our 22 block
subdivision at a loss to claim ownership by non
completion.” Under the direction of the Sisters of Mercy,
Rescue Management program, our accountant Tim Allen's
first entrapment, he directed Ada May Bright became a
1% shareholder in Badja Pty Ltd by law to make us one
for ASIC support by law. Why the warning from the exCommonwealth Bank Manager John Gagen on behalf of
the Sisters of Mercy, “The Commonwealth Bank will fight
right down to the line”? Bank staff direction “Ask why
Ledwidge increased the loan interest rate from 10% to
16% when interest rates were falling?” Was it to help gain
liquidation? Hence the ASIC advice care of Andrew
Kieghran, to work directly with the Commonwealth Bank
CEO Ralph Norris to mediate, disclose, clarity by order of
the Supreme Court,
with Queensland Police
Commissioner Bob Atkinson's compassion, frustration and
support. With a warning to Solicitors from the Queensland
Law Society, not to allow fraudulent matters of this kind to
get out of hand. Where both Magistrates Court Registrars
Brisbane and Holland Park and Arbitration Engineering
House, see file, being aware of the multiple vexatious acts,
they directed a 'technical solution', to solve this case with
the Brisbane Registrar leading the way.
• Supreme Court Judge Byrne gave a warning on three
occasions; the penalty for this crime could be “A 5 year gaol
term.” Again our policy to establish the solution with
the aid of criminology. To complete to “Crystallise the
loss” and then work backwards from the solution, a) we
have established Badja Pty Ltd was liquidated over a
$10,000 insurance scam easily identified by studying
the court transcripts and the money trail as directed by
the Crown, b) we have established the penalty as based
on natural justice, directed by the Legal Ombudsman
Jack Nimmo, an experienced senior CIB Detective. At
our own cost in losing millions of dollars, to a
confessed Commonwealth Bank conspiracy. First point
of law, prove liability, then comes the confessions of guilt.
The need to take note of the primary witness, the Head
Contractor/'bagman' Robert James Wilson, who confessed
both to be a criminal and hence directing 'the obvious' as
the method presented by the Crown, where the Head

Contractor confessed “If I go down, lots of people will go
down with me.” Who are these people?
• We apologise for the repetition but to gain community
support you need to fully understand natural justice. As the
method directed to create law reform, to mean, as directed
by the Crown “To prove abandonment is fraud.” By law,
the only solution is the 'Law of Abandonment.' Supreme
Court Judges Mackenzie, White, Muir and Byrne to
concur. See the problem, the Premier's team directed
“Keep hovering; let them know you are here.” The Lord
Mayor's personal assistant Les Sheahan has studied Police
Crime Report No 287 which backs up Police Crime Report
No 262. In studying good management he concurred.
• As Dr. Frank Walsh psychologist explained “It's never over
until it's over and it's not over yet.” Until we achieve
either a five year gaol term or the other obvious option to
Supreme Court orders to mediate, disclose, clarity, backed
up by the direction of the ex-Attorney General Rod Welford
who confessed in brief he was tricked by the ex-DPP
Barrister / prisoner / Court Officer Davida Ellen Williams with
her Attorney General's release scam “Not to sue the
Police for wrongful arrest,” forgery, passing off and
fraud. Hence his direction “The Queensland Police are in
charge of this case.” Chief of Staff Superintendent Peter
Martin backed up and supported the Area Commander
Superintendent John Hopgood, who as a key witness for the
crown did his best to resolve this mess, prior to his
retirement, once he became privy to the fact that we had
engaged the 'Barrister from Hell'. Chief of Staff
Superintendent Peter Martin demonstrated his leadership
qualities in one simple question, quote “Who was it that
directed we set out this case so the Queensland Police
get the credit for a job well done?” The solution is the
Brisbane City Council, whose Internal Investigation
Department directed “Set out this case so the
Queensland Police get the credit for a job well done.”
It's obvious fraud is Australia's No1 crime with an estimated
up to $20 billion a year in 'white collar crime.' Identifying
the trickery and deceit in investment scams, where the
general community have their investment funds stolen.
It seems WA is the leader; hence study the 8 investment
advisors sent to prison. Then work with crime prevention as
Jack Nimmo (Legal Ombudsman) confirmed, quote
“Forget about the money for the present and
concentrate on the law and you can solve this case.” As
in criminology we searched for a simple but effective
'technical solution'. Being aware of the SAA rules, the
alarm signals went off. We could not wait to volunteer a
circuit breaker mechanism to smash fraud as
Australia's No1 crime. Many Senior Police will be aware
how humiliating it was to work with a 'joke' the Police
Commissioner Terry Lewis as your boss. Based on the
Crown direction, imagine the humiliation of the

Commonwealth Bank staff, to have to work with Grahame
Ledwidge who established, the 'Commonwealth Bank
joke'. Identified by the Commonwealth Bank mediation
expert Chris Watts but ignored due to G Ledwidge's
confessed self greed and self gain for bank profits.
Hence the importance to follow Federal, State, Local
Government, Court and Fraud Squad directions as the
Fraud Squad Detective Sergeant Brett Heath directed after
the CIB's fabricated charges to cover up the 'bagman's'
organised in-home invasion and nun chucker attack
extortion demand for $47,962. 97. Therefore Brett quoted
“We all lose money, do not expect us to do the work for
you. Get your act together.” This is obviously a case for
the Police Ethical Standards Command. We have been
given legal advice to ask, who is the officer in charge who
is acting to correct this Fraud Squad confessed
abandonment scam? Who is now in charge of our case at
an operational level? To mediate a solution to this
confessed bank/court fraud to Premier Peter Beattie's
satisfaction. Here is the new ASIC evidence and proof.
The Commonwealth Bank scapegoat, risk, failure,
management needs the Commonwealth Bank CEO
reform to create the ''Law of Abandonment''.
• Now with 4 Supreme Court Judges involved, see evidence
and proof of how, the pressure is mounting on the court,
Police, banking, insurance scams, building industry
fraud, lack of local Government policing, to gain the
Premier's solution. Grahame Ledwidge confessed a)
“We never said we did not make mistakes.” (Sharing the
blame with his fellow workers.) Hence Relationship
Manager James Pitman was transferred to Westpac and
one defendant only was paid $25,000 to admit bank
liability. b) “The bank does not give disclosure to bank
business.” Police Crime Reports No 272, c) “Bank
mediation will be to the bank's satisfaction.” Reference
Police Crime Reports No 213 23 24 29 33 35 47 61 64
69 71 80 on.
• The question is, how does Grahame Ledwidges
influence, ensure the Commonwealth Bank's
mediation is to their satisfaction? By taking a risk to go
to prison for 5 years by law. The need to think outside the
square, to move with the aid of experts from the multiple
fraud to the Commonwealth Bank's conspiracy. What is the
opposite to abandonment? Look at the Fitzgerald Report to
discover the 'Flow Chart'/ the action plan, the importance
of the 'bagman' to distribute the money. The accountant
Tim Allen and his importance as an expert by law, to itemise
the source and the loss and who gained as a result. That is
all part of the journey as explained by studying www.allfraud.net as directed by legal counsel and supported by the
Queensland Police Commissioner, following the Crown's /
S. Court order and direction, reference organised crime.
• To the present,10% of the community, given the opportunity

to accept cash in a 'brown paper bag' as the standard
procedure of corruption in the building and construction
industry, will do so, especially if the scam is
abandonment. (To see and do nothing as in our case.)
The problem is that 90% of honest people in the community,
leave it to the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson and other
key Government officials, 'whistleblowers', activists,
sponsors and volunteers to write off their life savings to win
in court by exposing the corrupt system, hence 'law reform'.
In brief let's look at the latest conspiracy of those 10% in the
community responsible for protecting organised crime.
These are the people identified in supporting a new
Brisbane City Council by-law, to prevent our mediation
initiative, with the carriage of justice. If this 'technical
solution' is not allowed to function as a community
based project, then our natural justice, liberty, freedom
and basic human democratic rights will have been
destroyed. As the Church and community put it “Our
prayers go with you,” Amen.
• What can you do to help? Vote 'NO' to the corruption
promoted by the Commonwealth Bank, to the Queensland
Police and Brisbane City Council, to stop the use of our
carriage of justice, to create a by-law to rule in
abandonment of our 'Crime Stoppers', 'Law Week' and
the confessed bank fraud to gain a Supreme Court
solution as directed. In brief we were notified by caring
Brisbane City Council Officers “Your case may be a just
cause, but if you are successful it will only encourage
other people to copy your success.” The bank's primary
objective being, as confessed by Grahame Ledwidge in
mediation quote, “We operate for the shareholder's
profits and the top end of town.” Hence we do the
obvious; we are proud to volunteer to support Chris Watts as
Commonwealth Bank mediation expert who directed “We
must protect our mothers at all cost.” Look at her loss, all
the other defendants who hold legal contracts to buy land
ignored by Grahame Ledwidge and his Risk Management
direction quote “To rip up the contracts.” Each defendant
must be paid by law. Due to Chris Watts confirmation of
bank fraud. Reference Clark and Kann Supreme Court
affidavit 4461/2001, reference Police Crime Reports 182289. Please support the next step up for the Barrister's
fight for a gaol term. As the Prosecution Department
directed, care of Assistant Inspector Mike Ede supporting
the Police Commissioner Bob Atkinson, quote “Further
fraud charges will be laid, but it will not happen over
night.” We agree with Chris Watts and ASIC's
Commonwealth Bank CEO's solution. Hence create bank
solution/closure by
LAW OF ABANDONMENT.

Answer in the box
Study www.all-fraud.net
Until you have ATO clarity
For brief, contact Ada Bright
Email: brights@dodo.com.au
Website: www.all-fraud.net
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